Terry Eagleton's *After Theory: A Mini-Review - The Valve After Theory*: Terry Eagleton: 9780141015071: Books - Amazon.ca 17 Oct 2014. Terry Eagleton's *After Theory* (2003) is a love letter. Not to a person so much as to an entire discipline. *Cultural Theory*, Terry is leaving you. *After Theory* Quadrapheme 28 Nov 2003. John Mullan enjoys After Theory, the latest text from the high priest of theory, Terry Eagleton. *Theory of a Deadman back at First Ave after ceiling collapse*. 2 Nov 2003. Noel Malcolm reviews *After Theory* by Terry Eagleton. *After Theory* by Terry Eagleton | Issue 55 Philosophy Now 10 May 2012. In this work, Eagleton thinks over what remains for the theoretician after the boom and decline of literary theory. *Table of Contents* - *Theory, Culture & Society Special Issue: Social Theory After Strathern*. Edited by: Theory, Culture & Society March/May 2014 31: 3-6, first published on January 20, 2014 doi:10.1177/ *After Theory* - Publishers Weekly Schad (when at Loughborough University) organised the two conferences from which this volume derives - the first featured, at Schad's invitation, the visit of *Film Criticism after Grand Theories* - University of Otago 29 Nov 2004. Contending that we are living in the aftermath of high theory, Eagleton, the author of the highly popular and groundbreaking *Literary Theory*, now levels an equally trenchant critique at the field in this brilliant and provocative. Book Details: The Novel After Theory - JStor 9780465017744 Paperback. This book proposes the necessity of a new critical attitude appropriate to a post-enlightenment social and political condition. Theory – the intellectual and his or her knowledge--has been institutionalised and tamed; the critic interested in praxis must find a new means of establishing an...